
Norwegian photographer and writer subjected to unusual security 
check.

By Glenn Slydal Johansen 

This Fall, photographer and writer Kristin Lyseggen got an unpleasant experience 
when she was to return to Norway from Israel after having interviewed and 
photographed  the Bedouins in the Negev desert for three weeks. When the 
photographer, who has previously published her images in VG , A-Magasinet and 
Vårt Land was going through security at the airport in Tel Aviv, she was subjected 
to such an extensive security check that she missed her plane to Norway .

- Detailed questioning
The investigation began with the usual check of passport, but lasted a little longer 
than normal. When asked what she had done in Israel, she said that she had 
photographed the Bedouins for three weeks. Then she was asked to show her 
international press card .
- The security guard asked me to follow her because they were going to do a quick 
security check. Since I had been three weeks in Israel and the West Bank in March , I 
was prepared that they were going to ask me extensively, says Lyseggen , who is 
traveling extensively around the world in conjunction with her photography work.
However, the security check became far more thorough  this time and took longer 
than Lyseggen had expected.
- They started asking me detailed and weird questions for over two hours before 
she asked for assistance. Then, several more security guards joined in. 

" Mental examination’
Lyseggen says that the guards searched through her bags. Then she was subjected 
to a new and more thorough investigation.
- They asked me to accompany to another room to check my body. I went 
reluctantly into a dressing room where the lady took my things and scanned shoes 
and outerwear.
- Then she explained that she would do a "mental examination " on me. She began 
to massage my arms , touched me gently down my back, pressed her fingers 



around on my arms began to tickle my neck , then she massaged my scalp. Most 
likely they would see how I reacted , but I remained calm and thanked them for the 
massage. It was all very strange , says Lyseggen .

Could leave equipment
But the security staff were not done with her. Lyseggen , which began to be worried 
about losing her plane, got an offer :
- They said it would take too long to check the camera , hard drives and my 
Macbook , but that they could be kind to me and make a deal. They could let me 
check in as the last passenger on board, but without my gear. They said they would  
make sure that the equipment was mailed to Norway .
Lyseggen refused because she did not want the security staff to keep her 
equipment . She was afraid they were going to copy the files . Thus she was left 
standing on the ground when the plane took off from the airport.
Extra bill for hotels and new ticket she had to lay out for yourself. She has not been 
covered extra expenses through the Norwegian Union of Journalist insurance.

- Protect sources
Director Eva Stabell of the International Federation of Journalists says that events 
like the one Lyseggen experienced happens regularly in Israel and around the 
world every day .
- It is well known that it is that way in some countries . It is a way to harass 
journalists , says Stabell.
She says that the security people interrogating journalists so thoroughly that it is 
not possible to hide anything . According to Stabell, it is also common that they 
check computers carefully, but she does not know that data is copied .
Stabell reminds us that journalists need to be prepared for such checks.
- It is important to protect sources and have the permissions you need, she says.

This newspaper unsuccessfully tried to get a comment from the Israeli embassy in 
Norway about why Israel carries out such security checks, and what kind of survey 
Lyseggen were exposed to. 


